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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

Vic Anderson is head binder of Dixson Library,
University of New England, Armidale NSW. He was
apprenticed with the Registrar General's Department,
Sydney, in 1958 and was taught at the School of Graphic
Arts, SydneyTechnical College, byAllan Stratton, Dick
Gates, Ted Allison and Keith Turnell. In 13 years at
Registrar General's he was grounded in all aspects
from leather work to map restoration and mounting.
Briefly with Halstead Press, he moved to the Dixson in
1971. In addition to restoration and repairs he has been
involved there with displays, school tours of the bindery
and talks for staff development programs.

Jill Gurney is a conservator with Westpac Banking
Corporation's group archives and records in Sydney.
She trained in bookbinding at Camberwell College of
Art and Craft, London, 1978-80 after training in fine
arts at Brisbane College of Advanced Education and
the University of Queensland.
William Horton, a retired engineer, began binding in
Brisbane 12 years ago, intending to 'tidy up' a multitude
of journals. He developed an interest in leather binding
and restoration working under the Brisbane binder
Clifton Strange, experience reinforced by three weeks
with John Mitchell in England in 1991.
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1.? Move thc bladc in a semi-circle, edging forward
bit by bit. Again, liit a bit o[ board for support,
cspccially if thc paper is thin.
4.3 Lift a reasonable distance back to avoid forcing
and crcasing the board papcr when covering.
4.4 Lift lcather along thc board edge. This must be
rctaincd if toolcd. If strong enough, leave such pieces

attached to thc boards; othgrwise replace them later.
Plain leather, i[worn or rotton, can be replaced by new
lcathcr latcr. (Fig.3)

Fig.3

Lifting the lcather on thc board edge.

5 lllodifying lioards
(This step can be exccuted at a later stage when boards
havc becn consolidated. See Section 13.)

Boards are modified to allow for additional thickness
at the turn-in area whcn the new leathcr is inserted.
5.1 Anticipate how thc new leather is to be pared,
how it is to be fitted. The leather should be
graded/cdge-pared finely, so there will be minimal
lumps under the rcplaced board leather, endcaps or
turn-ins.
5.2 Pare/shave the surface of the board on the inside
turn-in area to accommodate new Ieather.
5.3 To recreate a straight board edge coming up to
the cap on the finished rebacking, a small wedge of
board is removed from the board edgc. This small
wcdge mirrors the ncw lcather thickness and tapers
away to nothing. A thin board is placed under the edge
to protcct the lifted le ather while cutting.

6 lloard Edge Cleaning at Joint
6.7 The endpaper is oftcn poorly adhered here, and
rvhcn removcd gives a good access for splitting the
board.
6.2 Where the inside board paper has not been lifted
makc a shallow cut along the edge of the board.
6.3 Scrape off the papcr along the joint. If the strip
comes off clcanly in one piece, it may be used later.
(Fig. a)

Fig.4 Shaving off the paste-down on the board edge.

7 Splitting the Board
7.1 This is usually carried out in a laying press.

Alternatively, use a finishing press upside down,
allowing a good flat working area.
7.2 Position the board in the press with the joint edge
uppermost and projecting about 30mm.
7.3 Build up pressing boards to the height of the
board edge to support a straight edge, used for the
initial cut into the board edge.
7.4 Use a rigid blade to cut into the board on the
exposcd joint edge. (Fig. 5) James Brockman prefers to
use a rigid blade scalpel as flexible blades can wander
and come out through the side of thc board. The rigid
blade has a bevel on both sides for even control. A knife
with a bevel on only one side will tend to cut/go away
from the bevel.

Fig.5

The board held in the laying press and being cut open with a knife.

7.5 Using the straight edge make an initial mark as

near as possible to the outside (leather) edge, or
approximately 1/3 of the board thickness from the
leather side.
(A tight joint book with slips will always hinge at the top
edge ofthejoint; hence the cloth needs to be as near as

possible to the leather side. The ideal is to get the cut
as near as possible to this side. Large books with thick
boards give more leeway; for the small ones with thin
boards just cut in wherever possible.)
'1.6 If the board is warped it may not be possible to
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follow the straight edge all along. Carefully go freehand

when necessary.
't.7 After the initial cut it is easy to go along the line

again pushing the rigid scalpel down.
7.8 Work down to approximatcly 20mm. The board
may open up along laminations; again, it will be harder
to cut through the slip area. (Fig. 6)

20m approxi.utely

Leather

9.4 Use a needle to help insert the cloth into the split.
This can be a bit difficult with cloth cut on the bias. A
generous amount of PVA allows time to work and is the

key to success. Excess can be removed later.
9.5 Try not to get too much distortion in the cloth.

9.6 Insert the cloth approximately 15mm into the

split.

10 Pressing the Cloth Joint
10.1 Place silicon release paper under the lifted
leather to protect it from moisture and any PVA oozing

out. Also place pieces under the lifted turn-ins.
10.2 Position the board under the press screw so that
most of the weight is taken on the joint area.
10.3 The board needs considerable pressure to take it
down to its original thickness and to crush and hold in
the cloth.
i0.4 Leave the board in the press for a few minutes.
Rcmove from press and check the amount of PVA
which has oozed out. It is easier to remove the PVA
from the board edge now, while it is still damp.
10.5 Replace the board in the press under the same
pressurc for another half hour.

11 Freshening Up the Back/Rebacking
11.1 The spines were mostly dry-scraped clean.

I'1.2 Some spines requircd a poultice and/or paste

wash to solten the linings for ease of removal. The spine
was sparingly spongcd with warm water to remove
residue of paste/glue. The text block was reglued and
moulded back into shape.

12 Board/Spine Edge Compensation Strip
12.1 Remove any excess PVA remaining on the
boards.
12.2 Trim back 3-5mm of leather from the spine edge,
preferably up to a tooled line. (In this case there were
no such lines, so 4-5mm was rcmoved.) (nig.7)

I:F\-

Fig. 7

Trimming back the leather to a gold line.

12.3 Accurately measure the leather thickness by
caliper. Cut a card rcplacement strip equal to this
thickness to compensate for the removed leather. JB

MOROCCO BOUND

Fig.6

The board should be cut as near as possible to the leather side

to a depth of 20mm approximately.

7.9 Once a split has been started, enlarge using a
bone folder. Resist thc temptation to pull out loose bits.

8 Cloth Joint
8.1 Choice o[ material. Considcr sevcral variables -

the weight o[ the book; how dclicate it is; how it
functions; the use it will receivc etc. These affect the
choice of material for the joint - cotton, linen or a

combination.2
8.2 As the Law Reports were fairly heary library
books, requiring durability, cloth was used right along
the joint.
8.3 Cut the jointing fabric (in this case cotton/linen
mix) on the bias. Cutting on thc bias means
approximately 40Vo more threads go across^tlte joint to
give cKra strength withoul extra thickness.r
8.4 For each board, cut a piece o[ material longer
than the spine and ths width of the split plus spine. This
will result in the spine having a double lining of matcrial.
8.5 Consider the number ol spine linings required.
The number of variables of weight, sizc etc. detcrr.nine

the choice; as with shaving the boards, the problem of
adding bulk arises. " The double lining was suitable for
the Law Reports.

9 Inserting the Cloth Joint
9.1 Place the board in the finishing press.
9.2 Hold split apart by inscrting a bone foldcr. Using
a small flat brush, work a gerlerous layer of PVA
emulsion (polyvinyl acetatc/PVA/white gluc) into the

split, as the old board is often quite dry and porous.
9.3 If any bits of board break away, re-attach them
now.
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22.2 Re-paste the endcap leather. Bring it over and
ease it down into the hollowwith a slim bone folder. (JB

uses a fine pointed folder.) Ease the leather over the
joint and onto the board.
22.3 For any type of binding it is important to leave an

air pocket at the cap when folding in as it helps later
when setting and moulding the endcaps. If the leather
is too sharply folded, edge it back with a fingernail.
22.4 On the inside of theboard, leave the Ieather loose

so it can be adjusted. While the board is open the
leather will tend to take its natural position, not be

stressed and strained over the joint/backcorner on to
the board.
225 The joint is already sct for this rebacking. With
board positions established, smooth down the outside
leather areas to stick well.
22.6 Work with the spine to the edge of the stone so

the old leather does not come into contact with the
damp leather. For the first time the leathe r is rubbed in
well to the compensating card edge. Use a fine folder
to get a good sharp edge for the old leather to butt up
against.
22.7 Minor irregularitie s whcre the leather has turned
back on itself can be shaved off later.
22.8 Tie up the caps with a half granny knot, easing
the thread into the backcorner. Cut the cnds slrort, to
avoid marking the Ieather. Tuck silicone relcase papcr
under the thread and rub down well over the spine and
joint.

23 Setting the Caps
23.1, Hold the book over edge of lhe stone, grip the
cap with the index fingers, and ease out the cap ears
with the point of the bonefolder. The thread will be
pulling into the backcornering.
23.2 The lcather pulled in by the thread at the back
cornering should not come beyond the board. It should
be level with the insidc of the board.
23.3 The cap should be formed a little thinner than the
board, to allow for rcplacemcnt of the original spine.

The style of cap needs to reflect the style of the period.
23.4 The cap should be slightly clear of the shelf, so

the book's weight is taken by joints and boards. A piecc
of paper should slip easily between thc cap and the
sheif.
24.5 Place the book under a light weight and allow to
dry overnight.

24 Preparing the Old Spine
24.1 Hold the old spine to the book to ascertain how
much needs to be trimmed.
24.2 Cut the old spine to be clear of the joint,
otherwise its edges will lift when the boards open. Trim
the excess; straighten the edgeswith a knife and straight
edge.
243 Pare 3-4mm back from the edge. The leather will
be quite weak. 8 Missing areas will be filled in later.

24.5 Trim the ends of the spine piece, short of any
tooled line. An infill patch will be used to build up the
cap. The ends may, alternatively, be pared later, in situ.

25 After Covering and Draing
25.1 Cut off the tie up thread.
25.2 Dampen along the joints and around the caps to
aid the first opening. While opening ease one board and
then the other down into the joint.

26 Adhcring the Lifted Leather
26.1 Concentrating on one board at a time, feel
through the old leather to the new for lumps or leather
turncd back on itself. Irregularities can be taken out of
the new leather with a knife or small sanding block.
26.2 Use a flat brush to work a small amount of PVA
in well, and as far back as possible. Use a thin PVA to
avoid builcl-up and resultant ridges.e
26.3 Touch a very small amount of PVA right along
the edge of the leather.
26.4 Sharpen up the card edge showing under the new
leather and smooth thc lifted leather down into
position, tucking it against the ridge made by the card.
26.5 Control the amount of PVA oozing out. Any
adhesive remaining on the leather could interfere with
staining later.
26.6 Place a tin inside the board to support it while
rubbing down hard. The shaped folder is useful for
putting a lot of pressure in one point. Rub down
through silicon paper, as the surface will become
polished if rubbed direct.
26.7 Pressing will suppress more surface unevenness.
26.8 The lifted board edge flaps can be stuck down
with PVA. These may need paring or thinning from
underneath. If they are badly damaged, or missing, they
can be patched.

27 Re-adhering Litted Inside tsoard Areas
27.1 PVA the lifted board paper and turn-ins.
27.2 Srnooth the PVA out to avoid ridges which may
show lhrough on plain paper.
27.3 The card spacers are left in place at this point.

28 Pressing
28.1 Allowsufficicnt time for the adhesive moisture to
disperse, as it may cause dark staining of the original
leather.
28.2 Because PVA is flexible it is possible to press

boards again and again if required. Press each board
individually so the pressure can be concentrated.
28.3 Sandwich the board between silicon release
paper, pressing tins and pressing boards. Position the
glued area directly under the screw.

28.4 Build up pressing boards in the press so the text
block is supported by its other board resting on the bed
of the press. The board being pressed is lying under
several more boards. Ensure that the platen does not
crush the spine. (Fig. 11)

MOROCCO BOUND
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?A5 Lcave in the press undcr maximum pressuro for
at least 30 minutes. If pressing the next day or later,
allow a longer prcssing Limc.

29 Replacing Old Spine
29.1 Mark the head of the book by inserting a paper
slip into the tcxl.
29.2 Two types of adhcsive are use d. A 50/50 mixture
of paste and PVA is applied down the edges of thc spine
piece. This allows for more working timc. (Use
discretion with lighter colourcd leathcrs as lhcrc is a
risk of staining.) PVA is applied down the centre of the
strip so it will grip without slipping.
29.3 The new leather surflace that will be urtdcr the
replaced spine can be lightly sanded/scrapcd.
29.4 Position the old spine, checking for syrnrnetry. If
part o[a series, check that bands are aligned with sistcr
volumes.
29.5 Makc sure the individual bands are straight and
defined properly without flattening. Thcy can bccome
distorted and may require manipulation into their
original position.

30 Bandaging
30.1 Lay silicon rclcasc papcr ovcr thc spinc. Be
careful not to crease thc papcr as it can mark thc
lcather.
30.2 Support the forc-cdge of the book with a rigid
cardboard roll. Rolls can also be made of rollcd and
taped newspapers, with their folds cut off for ncat
tapering. Make sure the print will not rub off onto lhe
fore-edge. A finishing tool handle serves the same
purpose for a small book.
30.3 This support is needed so the boards are not
pushed back into the joint frorn the pressure of lhe
bandage. The bandage pressure is thus only bctween
the fore-edge of the teKblock and lhe spine.
30.4 Place one end of thc crepe bandage under the
board and begin to wrap tl're bandage around the book
and support.
30.5 Take the bandage ovcr the caps as this hclps pull
the replace cap down tightly.

30.6 Avoid bandaging the board corners as this can

cause more damage.
30.7 Tension is being exerted here. Ensure the spine
is not slipping out of position; it slips easily and is
difficult to remove once adhered. (Fig. 12)

Fig. 12

Bandaging the spine over silicone release paper.

31 Patching
31.1 Use leather paring fleshings (Brockman leather
paring machine is an excellent source) as fillers to build
up thc surface to the right height, after which a grain
side surface veneer is applied.
Thc vcnecrs are a paper-thin sliver pared from the grain
side of thc leather. If using the machine, pare normally
to an even depth, then reverse pare to get the top grain
laycr.
31..2 Cut/pare fleshing to size.
31.3 Pare and PVA damaged area first.
3I.4 Position patch and work into the damaged area.
Repeat until surface is built up to required height.
Shave or sand off fleshings and patch with tissue-thin
leather patches.

32 Headcaps/Applying Veneers
32.1 Earlier thc cap area of the old spine had been
trimmcd to tooling lines; or alternatively, the edge is

now [o be shaved in situ. Pare the old leather down to,
but not over, any tooling lines. This aids the merging in
of lhe patches. Take care not to damage the new cap
when paring.
32.2 Build up leather as outlined in 31.

32.3 Dampen veneer patch on grain side and use a

paste/PVA mix adhesive.
32.4 This patch cxtends from the tooling line, over the
cap, and into the hollow.
325 Disguise edges by working into tooling lines at
bands or elsewhere. For any undefined edging a broken
fcatherhead edge to the patch is necessary.

33 Colouring and Finishing
33.1 To softcn and tone in different repaired areas,
the new leather can be sandpapered, beaten with a

MOROCCO BOUND
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Fig. 1l Pressing the boards.
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nylon brush etc. to make a sympathetic textural surface
match.
33.2 (Jse surface cellulose paints to colour flat areas,

or areas that do not flex. Dyes or stains nced to be used
over moveable joint areas, as they don't crack.l0
333 Tooled lines at patch edges can be redefined
using a fine bonefolder or a finishing tool at the normal
temperature.
33.4 A new blind or decorative line may sometimes be
made at the repair edge ofthejoint area on the board,
if the repair has not been made to a tooled line.
33.5 Finishing tools for repair work need to have
soft/rounded edges for re-defining the lines. New
square cut tools can damage the old leather and look
out of character with the original.
33.6 A slightly domed, well-polished tooledge makes
gold tooling brighter, as it catches the light better.
33.6 When using a curved pallet to sharpen a blind line
on the boards or corners,use a shorter pallet and placc
a tin under the board for support.

34 Inner Joints
34.1 Remove capping and scrape off the card spacers.
34.2 Choose a paper that is thin and will blend in with
the original endpapers.
34.3 Allow the board to open back to mcasure
accurately from the base of the joint to the top of lhe
board, covering the cut edges of the turn-in arcas.
34.4 With the grain running head to tail, cut the papcr
strip to size and pare or sand thc edges.

31.5 Apply PVA (or mixure) to the strips , lhcn rub
it well down into the joint. If the paper edge secms loo
well defined sand lightly with glass paper when dry.
34.6 Chalk dust can be used to rub into any cracks.
Pastel dust can be used to shade new paper, to rnatch
the old leather burn areas or age marks.
34.7 Close the book over onto the board 4/5 minutcs
after adhering new joint strip with PVA. This tucks the
joint into the board and the joint is less likcly to lift.
34.8 Rub down the joint, tluough paper, on the outside.
The re-backing is now complete.

Footnotes
(1) The set of tools was made fronr narrow hacksaw blades tcnrpered
right across the blade. Some blades have only been tcmpered along
the teeth edge. the blue edge, and require rc-tempcring. There is a

right hand blade with a bevel on top like a German paring knife, lcft
hand blade, and one with a bevel on both sides. Brockman [inds these
slim knifes useful for getting under and lifting the lcather. (Fig. 13)

Hacksaw blades converted to rigid scalpels. I and 2: Right and left
blades with bevel on one side. 3: Blade with bevel on both sides.

(2) Bill Minter, of Chicago, carried out an experiment on a local shop
door. He attached strips oflinen and cotton over the opening, flexing
them thousands of times over a period of time. It was found the
cotton lasted longer while the linen split.
Although linen is stronger for tear strength it is probably more
brittle. There is an argument for cotton. Normally in the past an

unbleached cotton was used when the book was delicate, lightweight.
There is a possibility with this technique to put too much resistance
in the joint, making the joint too tight. There are two wals of
controlling this. Firstly by using an unbleached cotton instead of
linen. Secondly, the linen, once inserted into the board is cut into
interlocking fingers that go across the joint. This limits the resistance

across the joint as there is not as much material.
(3) Cutting is simpler if the fabric is taped out on to a cutting board
and the knife is held with the blade quite flat. J.B. uses an Irish
aeroplanc linen. Robyn Tait supplied a linen/cotton mix 50/50, 10 x

10 canrbric.

(.{) The thickness in the cap area in relation to the old spine going
back on has to be taken into account. Too many layers can produce
a very wide, ugly cap.

In one form of single lining the fabric from one board can go half
way across (diagonally) to nreet the fabric from the other board.
For a lighter volume the cloth could be cut into fingers, every second

one renroved, mirroring the second board. This would also give a

single layer of cloth on the spine when finally assembled.

(5) J.B. uses PVA for the hollow. I{e allows the gelatine used earlier
to attach the cloth flaps to dry out ovemight. IIe sees no advantage

in using gelatine for the hollow as it introduces moisture.
Resistance to flexing can result from a build up of glue layers; the
I-aw Reports already have two layers of linen impregnated with the

ad hesive.
'I'he United States and Europe have a resistance to using hot glue,

partly because it is used incorrectly. e.g. being applied too thickly
instead oi thin and hot.
(6) Backcorners vary from period to period. so it is important,
historically, to follow the original style. Before repair, check the

shapc of the caps - whether they are sharp. rounded etc. It would be

wrong for example, to apply a sharp cap and a heary backcorner to
an early book. F-arly caps are much softer and can be quite crude and

rounded.
(7) I;or tooling. a good layer of paste penetrates the fibres and

consolidates the leather. However this can make the leather brittle.
Restoralion work requires the fibres to be supple over the joint, so

only a thin surface coat ofpaste is needed.

(8) For shaving the old leather awayJ.B finds the back of the knife
works well. I Ie uses it wi(h the bevel down and with a sawing action.

A nrechanical grinder on a flexible drive can also be used.

(9) If paste was used instead it would stain the leather. As it dried,
paste would also tend to suck the leather down as it penetrated into
the old [ibres, making the lift area more obvious.

I'VA tends to grip only the surface of the old leather. After it has

dried off and is pressed its plastic nature will flex with the pressing

and snrooth out.

The only reason to use paste is that it is revenible. Ilowever, if the
leather has to be lifted again moisture cannot be used as the leather
would blacken. Any further relifting would have to be done dry.

A thin tissue or paperwhich splits easily can be glued under the lifted
Icathcr and the old spine (on hollows only), making subsequent

rebacking easier. A note of this should be made in the book for the

irrfornration of conservators in the future.
(10) Spirit-bascd lcather dycs may be used. The workshop used an

Australian product, the water-based Ironbark dyes. The desired

colour was built up progressively using the lighter dye first, gradually

layering the washcs.
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Recently, while rebinding some 1903 copies of the British art
magazine, The Sludio, I chanced upon an article on what the author
(H. Granville Fell) claimed to be a 'remarkable method of
decoration' for bound volumes using specially prepared skins of
vellum. The author chose to ca[[ his method the'vellucent process'

which I suppose to be a combination of the words rvellum' and

'translucent'. In fact the process was used (and patented) in 1785,

nearly one hundred and twenty years before by William Edwards
(1723-1808) and his two sons James and John, of the famous firm of
bookbinders and booksellers '&lwards of [Ialifax'.
Initially the vellum skins would have been soaked for several days in
a solution of lime and water and the hair renroved by shaving with a

sharp knife. The skin was then nailed tightly, flesh side out, to a board
and the fleshy and rough parts removed with a close-set spokeshave
and a steel scraper. The skin was next rubbed down with a piece of
pumice stone until perfectly smooth, the refuse bcing washcd off. It
was then allowed to dry, taken off the board and renailed, with the
hair side out, and any roughness on that side also smoothed out with
pumice. The skin was then rcmoved from the board and worked
backvard and forward over a round picce of wood until it became
supple and smooth.
The binderwould have carefully chosen his skins fronr thc tanncry,
making sure they were of the fincst quality. pre[crably fronr the
younger animals and. in some cases. choosirrg uteline vcllum. or thc
skin from unborn animals.
The area to be painted or ornanlented was then soakcd in a solution
of water and a smail quantity of dissolvcd pearlash (potassium

carbonate), placed between sheets of blotting paper and squcezed
tightly in a nipping press, resulting in the treated arca becoming
transparent. Designs, figures, coats of arms etc. were then paintcd
directlyonto the underside of the vellum, thus protccting the artwork
from danrage by surface friction or grubby hanrls. The vcllum was

next backcd on to fine white wovc papcr with paslc. then used to
cover the book in the usual manner,
In conjunction with painted pictures. binders, particularly Cedric
Chivers, who operated the Port*'ay Bindcry in Bath at the turn of
this century, also erperimented with thin sections of nrother of pcarl,
gold leaf, butterfly and bcetle wings and various othcr iridcscent
materials to enhance the artwork. Ccdric Chivcrs also expcrirrrented
with 'vellucent" panels, recessed or onlaid on to thc frorrt covers of
full lealher bindings, usually levant ntorocco. with quite beautiful
results.
Whethcr the books be by Edwards or Chivcls, thc rcsults are books
of great beauty, a testanlent to the long wcaring qualitics of vellum
and wonderful exanrplcs of the binders'inragination and skill.

Vic Anderson
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BACK COPIES

We are pleased to supply back copies of Nlorocco Ilound at 55
each, posted. Printed copies are in stock of alntost all issues
from March 1987 (Vol. 8, No. 1). Copies o[ earlier issues ofren
need to be supplied asphotocopies. Orders to Itorocco Ilound.
PO Box 11I, Glebe, 2037, with cheque payable to NSW Guild
of Craft Bookbinders.
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UNUSUAL TECHNIQUES WITH VELLUM

An Edwards of Halifax binding, Shakespeare's Plays,
from the collection of Henry George Quin, 1789, in the
Trinity College Library, Dublin.

An example of a'Vcllucent'panel by Chivers for a book
which was prescnted to Pope Pius X, bound in levant
morocco with the papal coat of arms and finely tooled.
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NOTES AND QUERIES
Collectors of books about binding will welcome the
news of a reduced price for one of the most handsome
volumes from Thames and Hudson: Afi Nouveau snd
Art Deco Bookbinding - the French Masterpieces
1880-19,m, by Alistair Duncan and Georges de Bartha
(1989). Formerly sold in Australia for well over $100, it
is now available for $49.95 at a number of shops
including, in Sydney, Angus and Robertson, Janet's Art
Supplies (Chatswood) and Will's Quills (Chatswood).
The book has 252 illustrations, 202 in colour, from a

period which saw a remarkable flowering of the
binders' art and the emergence of some of its great
modern masters.
Wiesner Equipment: Those binders who have
sometimes waited long for the prized wooden
equipment made by Frank Wiesner at Toowoomba will
understand one ofthe chiefreasons for delay: Frank's
need to produce items in batches for the sake of
efficiency and reasonable cost. Primrose Bookworks in
Sydney is preparing an order now for delivery by Frank
early in 1993, in time for the start of the teaching year.

At Frank's suggestion, it has offered to accept orders
from other Sydney region binders to form part of a
consolidated consignment to save both time and
transport costs. Daphne Dobbyn (02-427 1003) has

details. Binders elsewhere may wish to place orders
directly to catch the Wiesner summer production run.
His address: 1.5 Peace Street, Toowoomba,
Queensland 4350 (phone 07 6-32 3070).
Moving Sale: Daphne Lera proposes to sell some
equipment and surplus materials from her central

Sydney bindery. An open sale day is planned for Friday
4th December from 9am to 6pm at D.S. MurrayPtyLtd,
9th Floor, Gowings Building, 45 Market Street. For
details, phone Daphne otO2-?54 5410.
Conservation: The Institute of Paper Conservation is
publishing as a book papers presented during its
Manchester conference in April 1992 - 6 papers by
many of the world's leading paper conservators,
conservation scientists, papermakers and paper
historians. Specialist themes include painting, printing
and drawing media; albums and sketchbooks; large
works of art on paper; oil media and stains on paper;
book conservation; leather update; and sizing and
resizing. Prices including surface postage world wide
are f20 to IPC members, I30 to non-members, with air
parcel post .f5 extra. Payment in advance by cheque in
sterling of US$ only (or by Mastercard of Visa) to IPC,
Leigh Lodge, Leigh, Worcester WR6 5LB, England.
Decorative Blocks: The NSW Guild has acquired a
comprehensive set of apparently unused type-high
brass decorative blocks. Part of the set is for sale - 63
different designs including left and right hands counted
separately. Designs are geometric rather than artistic.
Quantities of each are generally small, but there are 4O

or so of a few designs. Prices range from 15c a block for
6pt to $5.50 for the largest (118pt x24pt).It is doubted
such a range will be seen again for years. Interested
binders should contact Michael Mathew on 02-4983522
(evenings) or write to the NSW Guild, PO Box 1L1,

Glebe, 2037, tor a 'catalogue'.

CORRESPONDENCE: THE'\ryONDER' OF PASTE

Dear Editor,
Ms McNicol's article on Adhesives for

Bookbinders (Vol. 13:3) is clear and concise, packing a

lot of information into a small space. I would like to add
to points to her discussion, which may prove helpful, in
regard to her comments on paste.

First, all starch pastes are relatively stiff or brittle,
and tend to crack when folded. To avoid this problem,
our shop and many'old-timers' used to add 2-3 drops
of glycerine to each quart of paste. Glycerine will not
impede the properties oIpaste, and can be added more
generously if there is much flexing to be done. This is
especially useful when doing tissue repairs, as the
thinned paste will have less tendency to shrink back and
pull when applied with some glycerine.

Second, while it is true that paste forms a

relatively weak bond when surface bonding is required
(e.g., leather to board), it has a property that McNicol
doesn't discuss. Namely, paste holds a lot of water and
is absorbed into various materials - and is therefore not
a surface bonding adhesive alone. This means that after

leather is pasted, and the paste absorbed into the skin,
the paste will hold the leather into the shape it is placed
as well as act as a bond. For example, if one could paste

a piece of leather to a balloon, and then remove the air
from the balloon, the leather would stay stiffly in the
original shape of the balloon. This 'stiffening in
position' is a valid and added wonder of using paste,

and adds considerable strength in binding as much of
the work is turned-edge work and positioning.

And a final note on kangaroo hides. They were
used extensively before the First World War for shoes,

boots and athletic gear as the leather was considered
the strongest and most supple of any leather available.
Thin, tough, pliable and flexible the shoe industry found
it wonderful to work with and relatively cheap. It is no
surprise that Messrs. Middleton and Brockman find it
the same today.

Sam Ellenport
Harcourt Bindery
51 Melcher Street

Boston, Mass. 02210, USA
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